This work describes a system for the tasks of identifying events in biomedical text and marking those that are speculative or negated. The architecture of the system relies on both Machine Learning (ML) approaches and hand-coded precision grammars. We submitted the output of our approach to the event extraction shared task at BioNLP 2009, where our methods suffered from low recall, although we were one of the few teams to provide answers for task 3.
Introduction
We present in this paper our techniques for the tasks 1 and 3 of the event extraction shared task at BioNLP 2009. We make use of both Machine Learning (ML) approaches and hand-coded precision grammars in an architecture that combines multiple dedicated modules. In the third task on negation/speculation, we extract extract rich linguistic features resulting from our HPSG high-precision grammar to train an ML classifier.
Methodology 2.1 Task 1: Shallow Features and CRFs
Our system consists of two main modules, the first of which is devoted to the detection of event trigger words, and the second to event-theme analysis.
Trigger-word detection
We developed two separate systems to perform trigger word detection, and also a hybrid system which combines their outputs. The first system is a simple dictionary-based look-up tagger; the second system learns a structured model from the training data using conditional random fields (CRFs). For pre-processing, we relied on the domain-specific token and sentence splitter from the JULIE Lab (Tomanek et al., 2007) and the GENIA tagger for lemmatisation, POS tagging, chunking, and protein detection (Tsuruoka et al., 2005) .
The look-up tagger operates by counting the occurrences in the training data of different event tags for a given term. Over the development and test data, each occurrence of a given term is assigned the event class with the highest prior in the training data. We experimented with a frequency cut-off that allows us to explore the precision/recall trade-off.
Our second system relies on CRFs, as implemented in the CRF++ toolkit (Lafferty et al., 2001 ). CRFs provide a discriminative framework for building structured models to segment and label sequence data. CRFs have the well-known advantage that they both model sequential effects and support the use of large numbers of features. In our experiments we used the following feature types: word-forms, lemmas, POS, chunk tags, protein annotation, and grammatical dependencies. For dependency annotation, we used the Bikel parser and GDep as provided by the organisers. This information was provided as a feature that expresses the grammatical function of the token. We explored window sizes of ±3 and ±4.
Finally, we tested combining the outputs of the look-up tagger and CRF, by selecting all trigger words from both outputs.
Event-theme construction
We constructed the output for task 1 by differentiating among three types of events, according to their expected themes: basic events, binding events, and regulation events. We applied a simple strategy, assigning the closest events or proteins within a given sentence as themes.
For the basic events, we simply assigned the closest protein, an approach that we found to perform well over the training and development data. For binding events, we estimated the maximum distance away from the event word(s) for themes, and the maximum number of themes. For regulation events, we had to choose between proteins or events as themes, and the CAUSE field was also required. Again, we relied on a maximum distance threshold, and gave priority to events over proteins as themes. We removed regulation events as theme candidates, since our basic approach could not indicate the direction of the regulation. We also tested predicting the CAUSE by relying on the protein closest to the regulation event.
Task 3: Deep Parsing and Maximum Entropy classification
For task 3 we ran a syntactic parser over the abstracts and used the outputs to construct feature vectors for a machine learning algorithm. We built two classifiers (possibly with overlapping sets of feature vectors) for each training run: one to identify speculation and one for negation. We deliberately built a separate binary classifier for each task instead of a single four-class classifier, since the problem naturally decomposes this way. Speculation and negation are independent of one another (informally, not statistically) and it enables us to focus on feature engineering for each subtask.
Deep Parsing with the ERG
It seemed likely that syntactico-semantic analysis would be useful for task 3. To identify negation or speculation with relatively high precision, it is probable that knowledge of the relationships of possibly distant elements (such as the negation particle not) to a particular target word would provide valuable information for classification.
Further to this, it was our intention to evaluate the utility of deep parsing in such an approach, rather than a shallower annotation such as the output of a dependency parser. With this in mind, we selected the English Resource Grammar 1 (ERG: Copestake and Flickinger (2000) ), an open-source, broad-coverage high-precision grammar of English in the HPSG framework.
While the ERG is relatively robust across different domains, it is a general-purpose resource, and there are some aspects of the language used in the biomedical abstracts that cause difficulties; unknown word handling is especially important given the nature of terms in the domain. Fortunately we can make some optimisations to mitigate this. The GENIA tagger mentioned in Section 2.1.1 provides both POS and named entity annotations, which we used to constrain the input to the ERG in two ways:
• Biological named entities identified by the GE-NIA tagger are flagged as such, and the parser does not attempt to decompose them.
• POS tags are appended to each input token to constrain the token to an appropriate category if it is absent from the ERG lexicon.
With these modifications to the parser, as well as preprocessing to handle differences in the tokenisation expected by the ERG to the output of the tagger, we were able to obtain a spanning parse for 72% of the training sentences. This still leaves 28% of the sentences inaccessible -the need for a fallback strategy is discussed further in Section 4.2.
Feature Extraction from RMRSs
Rather than outputting syntactic parse trees, the ERG can also produce output in particular semantic formalisms: Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS: Copestake et al. (2005) ) and the closely related Robust Minimal Recursion Semantics (RMRS: Copestake (2004) ). For our feature generation here we make use of the latter. Figure 1 shows an example RMRS obtained from one of the training documents. While there is insufficient space to give a complete treatment here, we highlight several aspects for expository purposes. : differentiation n of 130:146 (x23, ARG1: u35) }, { h4 qeq l17, h8 qeq l10, h15 qeq l16, h18 qeq l20, h27 qeq l28, h33 qeq l34 }, { l10 in-g l101, l20 in-g l102, l20 in-g l103, l28 in-g l104 } Figure 1 : RMRS representation of the sentence Thus NFkappa B activation requires neuroblastoma cell differentiation showing, in order, elementary predicates, qeqconstraints, and in-g constraints The primary component of an RMRS is bag of elementary predicates, or EPs. Each EP shown has: (a) a label, such as 'l104'; (b) a predicate name, such as ' differentiation n 1' (where 'n' indicates the partof-speech); (c) character indices to the source sentence; and (d) a set of arguments. The first argument is always ARG0 and is afforded special status, generally referring to the variable introduced by the predicate. Subsequent arguments are labelled according to the relation of the argument to the predicate. Arguments can be variables such as 'e30' or 'x23' (where the first letter indicates the nature of the variable -'e' referring to events and 'x' to entities), or handles such as 'h33'.
These handles are generally used in the qeq constraints, which relate a handle to a label, indicating a particular kind of outscoping relationship between the handle and the label -either that the handle and label are equal or that the handle is equal to the label except that one or more quantifiers occur between the two (the name is derived from 'equality module quantifiers'). Finally there are in-g constraints which indicate that labels can be treated as equal. For our purposes this simply affects which qeq constraints they participate in -for example from the in-g constraint 'l28 in-g l104' and the qeq constraint 'h27 qeq l28', we can also infer that 'h27 qeq l104'.
In constructing features, we make use of:
• The outscopes relationship (specifically qeqoutscopes) -if EP A has a handle argument which qeq-outscopes the label of EP B, A is said to immediately outscope B ; outscopes is the transitive closure of this.
• The shared-argument relationship, where EPs C and D refer to the same variable in one or more of their argument positions. We also in some cases make further restrictions on the types of arguments (ARG0 , RSTR , etc) that may be shared on either end of the relationship.
Feature Sets and Classification
Feature vectors for a given event are constructed on the basis of the trigger word for the particular event, which we assume has already been identified; a natural consequence is that all events with the same trigger words have identical feature vectors. We use the term trigger EPs to describe the EP(s) which correspond to that trigger word -i.e. those whose character span encompasses the trigger word. We have a potentially large set of related EPs (with the kinds of relationships described above), which we filter to create the various feature sets, as outlined below.
We have several feature sets targeted at identifying negation:
• NEGOUTSCOPE2: If any EPs in the RMRS have predicate names in { no q, but+not c, nor c, only a, never a, not+as+yet a, not+as+yet a, unable a, neg rel}, and that EP outscopes a trigger EP, set a general feature as well as a specific one for the particle.
• NEGCONJINDEX: If any EPs in the RMRS have predicate names in { not c, but+not c, nor c}, the R-INDEX (RHS of a conjunction) of that EP is the ARG0 a trigger EP, set a general feature as well as a specific one for the particle -capturing the notion that these conjunctions are semantically negative for the particle on the right. This also had a corresponding feature for the L-INDEX of nor c, corresponding to the LHS of the neither...nor construction.
• ARG0NEGOUTSCOPEESA: For any EPs which have an argument that matches the ARG0 of a trigger EP, if they are outscoped by an EP whose predicate name is in the list { only a, never a, not+as+yet a, not+as+yet a, unable a, neg rel}, set a general feature to true, as well as features for the name of the outscoping and outscoped EPs. This is designed to catch trigger EP which are nouns, where the verb of which they are subject or object (or indeed an adjective/preposition to which they are linked) is semantically negated.
And several targeted at identifying speculation:
• SPECVOBJ2: if a verb is a member of the set { investigate, study, examine, test, evaluate, observe} and its ARG2 (which corresponds to the verb object) is the ARG0 of a trigger EP. This has a general feature for if any of the verbs match, and a feature which is specific to each verb in the target list.
• SPECVOBJ2+WN: as above, but augment the list of seed verbs with a list of WordNet sisters (i.e. any lemmas from any synsets for the verb), and add a feature which is set for the seed verbs which gave rise to other sister verbs.
• MODALOUTSCOPE: modal verbs (can, should, etc) may be strong indicators of speculation; this sets a value when the trigger EP is outscoped by any predicate corresponding to a modal, both as a general feature and a specific feature for the particular modal.
• ANALYSISSA: the ARG0 of the trigger EP is also an argument of an EP with the predicate name analysis n. Such constructions involving the word analysis are relatively frequent in speculative events in the data.
And some general features, aiming to see if the learning algorithm could pick up other patterns we had missed:
• TRIGPREDPROPS: Set a feature value for the predicate name of each trigger EP, as well as the POS of each trigger EP.
• TRIGOUTSCOPES: Set a feature value for the predicate name and POS of each EP that is outscoped by the trigger EP.
• MODADJ: Set a feature value for any EPs which have an ARG1 which matches the ARG0 of the trigger EP if their POS is marked as adjective or adverb.
• +CONJ: This is actually a variant on the feature extraction method, which attempts to abstract away the effect of conjunctions. If the trigger EP is a member of a conjunction (i.e. shares an ARG0 with the L-INDEX or R-INDEX of a conjunction), also treat the EPs which are conjunction parents (and their conjunctive parents if they exist) as trigger EPs in the feature construction.
Implementation
To produce training data to feed into a classifier, we parsed as many sentences as possible using the ERG, and used the output RMRSs to create training data using various combinations of the feature sets described above. The construction of features, however, presupposes annotations for the events and trigger words. For producing training data, we used the provided trigger annotations. For the test phase, we simply use the outputs of the classifier we built in phase 1, selecting the combination with the best performance over the development set. This pipeline architecture places limits on annotation performance -in particular, the recall in task 1 is an upper bound on task 3 recall. We used a maximum entropy classification algorithm for the ML component here -it has a low level of parameterization and is a solid performer in NLP tasks. The implementation we used was Zhang Le's Maxent Toolkit. 2 3 Development experiments 3.1 Task 1
We devised a set of experiments over the trial, training, and development data in order to estimate the parameters for our final submission. Using the trial data, we performed manual error analysis on the rules used to construct events. With the training data, we performed our own evaluation based on cross-validation to detect trigger words and construct events. For the experiments over the development data, we relied on the evaluation interface provided by the organisation. We focused on testing the following modules: look-up tagger, CRF, combined system, and event construction.
First, we tuned the parameters of our look-up tagger over the training data. We used a threshold on the minimum number of term occurrences required to use the class information for that term from the training data. We evaluated thresholding on raw frequencies, and also on the percentage of occurrences of the term that were linked to the majority event. In cross-validation over the training data, we found that the raw-frequency threshold worked best, achieving a maximum F-score of 38.86%, as compared to 30.81% for the percentage approach (the results are shown in the bottom part of Table 1 ). We also estimated the frequency threshold as ≥ 25, and observed that most of the terms identified consisted of a single word, due to data sparseness in the training set.
Our next experiments are devoted to the CRF system, focusing on feature engineering. The results over the training data for: (a) the full feature set, and (b) removing one feature type at a time, are shown in Table 1 , for windows of size ±3 and ±4. We can see that the best F-score is achieved by the ±3 wordwindow system when removing the syntactic dependencies from Bikel's parser. These results improved over the look-up system.
As a final experiment on feature combinations and window size, we used the development evaluation interface. We submitted the best combinations shown in the above experiment, and also syntactic dependencies extracted with GDep. We observed the same behaviour as in training data, with the ±3 word window obtaining the best F-score, and syntactic dependencies harming performance. These results are shown in the upper part of Table 2 . Our final CRF system used this configuration (±3 word window and all feature types except syntactic dependencies).
Our next step was to test the integration of the look-up tagger and CRF into a single system. We observed that by combining the outputs directly we could improve over the recall of CRF, and achieve higher F-score. This approach is referred to as "Combined (All)" in Table 2 . We also tested the results when choosing either the look-up tagger or CRF depending on their performance over each event in the training data. The results of this system ("Combined (Best)") show a slight improvement over the basic combination. Finally, we analysed the results of the event construction step. We used the gold-standard trigger annotation over the trial data and analysed the errors of our rules. We found out that there were three main types of error: (1) incorrect assignation of regulation themes; (2) trigger words having multiple themes; and (3) themes crossing sentence boundaries. We plan to address these problems in future work. We also observed that predicting CAUSE for the regulatory events caused the F-score to drop, resulting in us removing this functionality from the system. 
Task 3
We evaluated the classification performance of various feature sets (including some not described here) using 10-fold cross-validation over the training data in the initial stages. We ran various combinations of the most promising features over the development data and evaluated their relative performance in an attempt to avoid overfitting.
To evaluate the performance boost we got in task 3 relative to more naive methods, we also experimented with feature sets based on a bag-of-words approach with a sliding context window of lemmatised tokens on either side. We evaluated all combinations of preceding and following context window sizes from 0 to 3. There are features for tokens that precede the trigger, follow the trigger, or lie anywhere within the context window, as well as for the trigger itself. A 'token' here may also be a named biological entity (protein etc) produced by GENIA tagger in our preprocessing phase, which would not be lemmatised. For comparability we only evaluate these features for sentences which we were able to parse. For the best performing baseline and RMRSbased feature sets, we also tested them in combination to see whether the features produced were complementary.
In Table 4 we present the results over the development data, using the provided gold-standard annotations of trigger words, as well as some selected results for our other task 1 outputs. The gold-standard figures are unrealistically high compared to what we would expect to achieve against the test data, but they are indicative at least of what we could achieve with a perfect event classifier. Similar to Table 4 : Results (exact match) over development data for task 3 using gold-standard event/trigger annotations and selected other annotations for task 1. Feature sets described in Table 3 task 1, our system shows reasonable precision but suffers badly in recall. The substantially poorer performance when using our own annotations for the input events is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2 One area where we could improve is to go after the 30% of sentences for which we do not have a spanning parse and resultant RMRS. To reuse existing infrastructure, we could produce RMRS output from an alternative processing component with broader coverage but less precision. Several methods exist to do this -e.g. producing RMRS output from RASP (Briscoe et al., 2006 ) is described in Frank (2004) . However there is clearly room for improvement in the remaining 70% of sentences which we can parse -our results in Table 4 are still well below the limit of roughly 70% recall. 3 Additional lexical resources beyond WordNet, particularly domain-specific ones, are likely to be useful in boosting performance since they will help maximally utilise the training data. Additionally, we have not yet made use of other event annotations apart from the trigger words -features based on characteristics such as the event class or properties of the event arguments could also be useful. Table 5 : Task 1 results with approximate span matching, recursive evaluation (our final submission is in bold)
Results

Task 1
Our experiments on the training and development set showed that our CRF++ was biased towards precision at the cost of recall, and for the look-up system the best F-score was obtained when aiming for high recall at the cost of lower precision. The best results were obtained when combining both approaches, and this was the composition of the system we submitted.
For our final submission, the CRF++ approach had a ±3 word window, and all the features except for syntactic dependencies, which were found to harm performance. Our final look-up system relied on raw frequencies to choose candidate terms, and those above 24 occurrences in training data were included in the dictionary. For the combination, we observed that for most events the look-up system performed better (although the overall F-score was lower), and we decided to use the CRF++ output only for the events that showed better performance than the look-up system (TRANSCRIPTION, GENE EXPRESSION, and POSITIVE REGULATION).
The results over the test data for our final submission and the main variants we explored are shown in Table 5 . We can see that the CRF performed poorly, with very low recall over the test set, in contrast with the development results, where the higher recall resulted in a higher F-score than the look-up approach. The best of our systems was the full combination of CRF and the look-up tagger, with a 27.23% F-score.
The results for each event separately are given in Table 6 . The system performs much worse on regulation events, due to the difficulty of having to cor- rectly identify other events in the near context.
Task 3
For testing, we repurposed all of the development data as training data and retrained our classifiers.
The results in Table 7 were somewhat disappointing, but a drop in recall versus the equivalent run over the development data using oracle task 1 annotations was unsurprising and the ratio of this drop is within the bounds of what we would expect. The substantial drop in precision can similarly be explained by flow-on effects from our task 1 classification, a natural consequence of our pipeline architecture. It is quite possible for our system to identify false positive events as being modified; in the online evaluation system, these classifications of non-existent events reduce our precision in task 3. In the feature engineering stage, we primarily used the oracle data for task 1 to maximise the amount of training data available. We felt that if we were to use our task 1 classifications for events and trigger words, the effectively lower number of training instances would only hurt performance. However this possibly led to bias towards features which were more useful for classifying events that we couldn't successfully classify in task 1. The development set shows similar performance drops under these conditions in Table 4 .
It is also possible that our features work reasonably but that our classification engine trained over the oracle data simply learnt the wrong parameters Table 7 : Results over test data for task 3 using goldstandard event annotations (approx recursive matching), showing which set of trigger word classifications from task 1 was used as input (submitted results in bold). Feature sets described in table 3 for the events we had identified correctly in task 1. We could check this by training a classifier using our task 1 event classifications combined with the gold-standard trigger annotations. However combining the gold-standard annotations for task 3 with the classifier outputs of task 1 is non-trivial and was not attempted due to time constraints. It also would have been instructive to calculate a ceiling on our task 3 performance given our performance in task 1 -i.e. how many modifications we could have correctly identified with a perfect task 3 classifier, but we were not able to show this for similar reasons.
Conclusions
Our analysis of task 1 seemed to indicate that the scarcity of training instances was the main reason for the low recall of CRFs. The look-up system contributed to increase the recall, but at the cost of lower precision. In order to improve this module we plan to find ways to extend the training data automatically in a bootstrapping process. Another limitation of our system is the eventconstruction module, which follows simple rules and performs poorly on regulation events. For this subtask we plan to extend the rule set and apply optimisation techniques, following the lessons learned in error analysis.
In task 3 we investigated the application of a precise, general-purpose grammar over this domain, and were relatively successful. However, while the parse coverage for task 3 is very respectable for a precision grammar on comparatively difficult material, it is clearly unwise to throw away 30% of sentences, so a method to extract features from these is desirable. Further sources of data would also be useful, such as data from the event annotations themselves, and additional lexical resources tailored to the biomedical domain.
We have also shown the syntactico-semantic output of a deep parser, in the form of an RMRS, can be beneficial in such a task compared with a more naive approach based on bags of words within a sliding context window. From Table 4 , for negation, the syntactic features provided substantial performance gains over the best set of baseline parameters we could find. For speculation the evidence here is less compelling, with similar scores from both approaches. Over test data in Table 7 , the the deep methods showed superior performance, albeit over a smaller number of instances. Regardless, the RMRS still has some advantages, giving (unsurprisingly) higher precision than the baseline methods. Combining naive and deep features does tend to give slightly higher performance than either of the inputs over the development data (although not over the test data, perhaps due to the poorer performance of naive methods), suggesting that the two approaches identify slightly different kinds of modification.
Our system suffered from the pipeline approachthere was no way to recover from an incorrect classification in task 1, resulting in greatly reduced precision and recall in task 3. It is possible that a carefully constructed integrated system could annotate events for trigger words and argument at the same time as modification, with features shared between the two, which may avoid some of these issues.
